
STABLE SOLUTIONS OF SEMILINEARELLIPTIC PROBLEMS IN CONVEX DOMAINSXavier Cabr�e and Sagun ChanilloAbstract. In this note we consider semilinear equations ��u = f(u), with zeroDirichlet boundary condition, for smooth and nonnegative f , in smooth, bounded,strictly convex domains of RN . We study positive classical solutions that are semi-stable. A solution u is said to be semi-stable if the linearized operator at u is nonneg-ative de�nite. We show that in dimension two, any positive semi-stable solution hasa unique, nondegenerate, critical point. This point is necessarily the maximum of u.As a consequence, all level curves of u are simple, smooth and closed. Moreover, thenondegeneracy of the critical point implies that the level curves are strictly convexin a neighborhood of the maximum of u. Some extensions of this result to higherdimensions are also discussed. 1. IntroductionLet f be a nonnegative C1 function on R, and u 2 C2(
) a classical solution of(��u = f(u) in 
u = 0 on @
: (1)The linearized operator L of (1) at u is given byL = ��� f 0(u):We say that u is a semi-stable solution of (1) if the linearized operator of (1) at uis nonnegative de�nite, that is, if(L�; �) = Z
 jr�j2 � Z
 f 0(u)�2 � 0; (2)for any C1 function � with compact support in 
. Equivalently, u is a semi-stablesolution if the �rst eigenvalue of the operator L in 
, �1(L;
), is nonnegative.Our main result is concerned with the set of critical points of a semi-stablesolution of (1) in a strictly convex domain of R2 .X. Cabr�e was supported by EC contract ERBFMBICT950309; S. Chanillo was supported byNSF grant DMS-9623079 Typeset by AMS-TEX1



2 X. CABR�E AND S. CHANILLOTheorem 1. Let 
 be a smooth, bounded and convex domain of R2 whose boundaryhas positive curvature. Suppose that f � 0 in R and that u is a semi-stable solutionof (1) such that u > 0 in 
. Then u has a unique critical point x0 in 
. Moreover,x0 is the maximum of u and it is nondegenerate in the sense that the Hessian of uat x0 is negative de�nite.As a consequence, all level curves of u are simple, smooth and closed. Notealso that, from the nondegeneracy of the critical point, u is strictly concave ina neighborhood of x0. In particular, the level curves of u are strictly convex ina neighborhood of the critical point. The convexity of all the level curves of anysolution u as in Theorem 1 is an open problem, even in dimension 2 (see Remark 4).In dimension N � 3, and for strictly convex domains of revolution with respectto an axis, we prove the following analogue of Theorem 1.Theorem 2. Let 
 be a bounded, strictly convex domain of revolution in RN ,N � 3. Let f 2 C1(R) be a non-negative function. Let u be a classical, semi-stable solution of (1) such that u > 0 in 
. Then u has a unique critical point in 
.Moreover, this unique critical point is the maximum of u, and it is nondegenerate.The uniqueness of a critical point remains open for general strictly convex do-mains of RN . As we will see, the proof of Theorem 2 will be simpler than that ofTheorem 1 due to the symmetry of revolution assumed in the second result.Remark 3. Our work was motivated by the following. Consider the positive solu-tions of the problem (��u = �g(u) in 
u = 0 on @
; (3)where � � 0 is a parameter, and 
 is a bounded smooth domain of RN , N � 2.The function g is continuous, nondecreasing and convex in [0;1) and satis�esg(0) > 0 and limu!1 g(u)u =1:Typical examples are g(u) = eu and g(u) = (1 + u)p, with p > 1. It is well knownthat there exists a parameter 0 < �� < 1 such that: for 0 < � < ��, problem (3)has a classical minimal solution u�; for � = ��, (3) has a weak minimal solutionu�� ; for � > �� problem (3) has no weak solution. Moreover, the solutions u�, for0 < � � ��, are semi-stable solutions in the sense (2). For all these results, see forinstance [BV]. We point out that the same properties are true for the nonlinearityg(u) = uq + up, with 0 < q < 1 < p; see [ABC].For the domains in which our theorems apply and when u� is classical (forinstance when � < ��), we obtain the uniqueness of a critical point of u�. Werecall that, in dimension 2, it is not known if there is a convex nonlinearity g asabove for which u�� is singular.Remark 4. Note that the strict convexity of the level sets of a solution u is a strongerproperty than the uniqueness of a critical point of u. The convexity of the level



STABLE SOLUTIONS 3sets of solutions of (1) (when 
 is convex) has been extensively studied; see, forinstance, [Ka] and [Ko]. It is known to be true, for example, for the nonlinearitiesf(u) = �uq for any 0 � q � 1 and any N . However, to our knowledge, the availableresults on convexity of level sets do not apply to convex, superlinear nonlinearitiessuch as f(u) = �eu, even in dimension 2.The following is the idea of the proof of Theorem 1. Let us denote the set ofcritical points of u by K = fx 2 
 : ru(x) = 0g:Note that K �� 
 since the normal derivative of u at any point on @
 is nonzero,by the Hopf boundary lemma. For any � 2 R, we de�ne the vector e� = (cos �; sin �)and the directional derivative ue� = hru; e�i of u. We consider the nodal set of ue�de�ned by N� = fx 2 
 : ue�(x) = 0g:Note that N� contains all the critical points of u. That is, K � N� for any � 2 R.Using the semi-stability of u, we �rst show that N� is a smooth embedded curvein 
, homeomorphic to the closed interval [0; 1], and that intersects @
 exactly attwo points (which are the two end points of N�). Next we consider an appropriatevector �eld, which we construct from the one given byX = 1jruj2D2u � (�u2; u1);that leaves 
 invariant and whose ow de�nes homeomorphisms between the nodalsets N�. Letting � increase from 0 to �, we obtain a homeomorphism between N0and N� = N0 that reverses the end-points of N0 and leaves the set K of criticalpoints of u �xed. As a consequence, this homeomorphism has exactly one �xedpoint, and hence K consists of one point. Our proof also gives the nondegeneracyof the unique critical point.After the conclusion of our investigations, we learned about three interestingarticles: [P], [S] and [BCP]. The key idea in the proof described above (that is, toconsider the \rotation" of the nodal sets N�) already appears in the work of Payne[P] and later in Sperb [S]. Our proof { completely detailed { gives the additionalproperty of nondegeneracy of the critical point.It is interesting that a similar argument may be applied for some systems, likethe one of Ginzburg-Landau, in simply connected domains of R2 . Bauman, Carlsonand Phillips [BCP] have shown that, for a certain class of Dirichlet boundary data,every minimizer has exactly one zero which has necessarily winding number �1.



4 X. CABR�E AND S. CHANILLO2. Proof of Theorem 1Proof of Theorem 1. Recall that K is the set of critical points of u, and that N� isthe nodal set of the directional derivative ue� . We proceed in two steps.Step 1. Here we prove the following:(a) N� is a smooth curve embedded in 
 (i.e., without self-intersections), whichis homeomorphic to the closed interval [0; 1], and such that N� \ @
 consists of thetwo end points of N�.(b) D2u(x) has rank 2 at any critical point x of u.We know that u 2 C1(
) by standard regularity theory. Let us �x � 2 R.Recall that N� = fx 2 
 : ue�(x) = hru; (cos �; sin �)i = 0g, and consider the setM� = fx 2 N� : rue�(x) = D2u(x) � (cos �; sin �) = 0g � N�:Obviously, we have the following:Property 1. Around any x 2 (N� \ 
) nM�, the nodal set N� is a C1 curve.At any point x 2 @
, let n and t denote, respectively, the exterior normal andthe tangent vector to @
 at x, and such that fn; tg is an orthonormal, positivelyoriented basis. Since 
 is strictly convex, there are exactly two points on @
 inwhich the tangent t is parallel to e�. It follows, by the Hopf boundary lemma, thatN� \ @
 consists of exactly two points fp1; p2g. Since u = 0 on @
, we have foreach pi �u = unn + k(pi)unwhere k(pi) is the curvature of @
 at pi, un denotes the normal derivative, and unnthe second normal derivative. Denoting by utt the second tangential derivative, wehave at each pi hrue� ; e�i = ue�e� = utt = k(pi)un < 0; (4)by the Hopf boundary lemma. It follows that the points fp1; p2g do not belongto M� and that, around each pi, N� is a C1 curve intersecting @
 transversallyat its end-point pi. We have used the implicit function theorem and utt(pi) 6= 0.Therefore we have:Property 2. N� \ @
 consists of exactly two points fp1; p2g and, around each pi,N� is a C1 curve that intersects @
 transversally at its end-point pi.Now we di�erentiate the equation satis�ed by u with respect to the direction e�.We obtain that ue� is a solution of the linear equationLue� = ��ue� � f 0(u)ue� = 0:Note that f 0(u) 2 C1 and that, by the Hopf boundary lemma, ue� is not iden-tically zero in any open subset of 
. By a well known result (see [CF]), we have



STABLE SOLUTIONS 5that, around any point x 2 
, ue� behaves locally as an homogeneous harmonicpolynomial. Moreover, if x 2 M� then this polynomial is of degree bigger than orequal to 2. Hence we have:Property 3. Around any x 2 M�, N� consists of at least two C1 curves inter-secting transversally at x.Next we use the semi-stability of the solution u. We claim:Property 4. N� cannot \enclose" any subdomain of 
. More precisely, if H � 
is a domain then @H 6� N�. Here @H denotes the boundary of H as a subset of R2(not as a subset of 
) and we assume H 6= ?.Indeed, if @H � N� then j
 nHj > 0, by Property 2. Hence the �rst eigenvalueof ��� f 0(u) in H is positive (recall that the �rst eigenvalue of this operator in 
is nonnegative by our semi-stability assumption). On the other hand, we have thatue� 6� 0 in H and (��ue� � f 0(u)ue� = 0 in Hue� = 0 on @H:As a consequence, the �rst eigenvalue of L = �� � f 0(u) in H is nonpositive, acontradiction.Using properties 1 to 4, we easily deduce that M� = ? and that N� is homeo-morphic to the interval [0; 1]. We obtain also the claim (a) made at the beginningof the proof. Assertion (b) also follows immediately. Indeed, if x is a critical pointof u then x 2 N� for any �. Since M� = ?, we deduce D2u(x) � (cos �; sin �) 6= 0 forany �. Therefore, D2u(x) has rank 2.Step 2. Here we prove that the set K of critical points of u consists exactly of onepoint. This, together with assertion (b) from the previous step, will �nish the proofof the theorem.If x 2 
 nK, we writeru(x) = jru(x)j(cos'(x); sin'(x))where '(x) 2 R. Given any point x0 2 
nK, this expression de�nes (modulo 2�Z)a C1 function ' on the intersection of 
 with a su�ciently small ball centeredat x0. Recall that, for x 2 
 n K, we have x 2 N� if and only if (cos �; sin �) isorthogonal to ru(x). We therefore havex 2 N'(x)��=2 = N'(x)+�=2for any x 2 
 nK.Next we compute, locally, an expression for r'. We havecos' = u1jruj = u1(u21 + u22)�1=2;



6 X. CABR�E AND S. CHANILLOhere we denote by ui and uij the �rst and second derivatives, respectively, of u withrespect to the coordinate directions. Hence�'1 sin' = 1jruj3 �u11u22 � u12u1u2	and �'2 sin' = 1jruj3 �u12u22 � u22u1u2	 :In case that sin' 6= 0, we concluder' = 1jruj2 (�u11u2 + u12u1;�u12u2 + u22u1)= 1jruj2D2u � (�u2; u1):The same formula is obtained at the points where sin' = 0, di�erentiating sin' =u2=jruj in this case.Even though ' was de�ned only locally, the above expression allows us to de�nethe vector �eld X = 1jruj2D2u � (�u2; u1) in 
 nK;which coincides with r'.Note that X(x) 6= 0 for any x 2 
 n K. Indeed, since x 2 N'(x)+�=2 andM'(x)+�=2 = ?, we deduce X(x) = jru(x)j�1D2u(x) � (� sin'(x); cos'(x)) 6= 0.On the other hand, we know that D2u(x) has rank 2 at any x 2 K, and hence alsoat all points in some neighborhood of K. It follows that, for some constant c > 0,jXj = 1jruj ��D2u(x) � (�u2=jruj; u1=jruj)�� � cjrujin a neighborhood of K. Since X 6= 0 outside K, we concludejXj � cjruj in 
 nK; (5)for another constant c > 0.By identity (4) on @
, we have hX; ti = �jruj�1utt = k, the curvature of @
.Hence hX; ti > 0 on @
:Using a partition of the unity, we modify X in a neighborhood of the boundary of
 to agree with t on @
. More precisely, there is an open convex neighborhood !of K, with K � ! � ! � 
, and a smooth vector �eld Y on 
 nK such thatY = (X in ! nKt on @




STABLE SOLUTIONS 7and hX;Y i > 0 in 
 nK:We will consider the ow associated with the vector �eldZ = YhX;Y i ;which is smooth in 
 nK and tangent to @
. We claim that Z can be extended tobe Lipschitz in all 
, by de�ning Z = 0 in K:Since Z = X=jXj2 in ! nK, we havejZj � Cjruj in ! (6)for some constant C > 0, by (5). Hence Z is continuous in 
. It remains to showthat, for another positive constant C,jZ(x1)� Z(x2)j � Cjx1 � x2j (7)for any x1 and x2 in !. If either x1 or x2 belong to K, the Lipschitz condition(7) follows immediately from (6). The same is true in case the segment S joiningx1 and x2 intersects K. Note that S � !, since we took ! to be convex. Finally,suppose that this segment is included in ! nK. Then we can di�erentiate Z alongthe segment. Denoting by D the full di�erential (acting on vector �elds), we havejDZj = jD(jXj�2X)j � C jDXjjXj2 � Cjruj2jDXj in ! nK;by (5). Now, di�erentiating X = jruj�2D2u � (�u2; u1), we see jDXj � Cjruj�2.We conclude that jDZj � C along the segment S, and hence (7).We consider the ow  � at time � associated with the Lipschitz vector �eld Z.We have that  � is a continuous ow that leaves both 
 and @
 invariant, since Zis parallel to @
. Moreover, any point in K is �xed by the ow.In any open set of 
 n K where ' is well de�ned, we have that r' = X andtherefore _' = hZ;Xi � 1;where _' denotes the derivative of ' along the ow. It is now easy to deduce that � (N�) � N�+� ;for any nodal set N� and any time � . By reversing time, we see that this inclusionis, in fact, an equality and that  � is an homeomorphism from N� onto N�+� .Hence the ow at time �,  � : N0 �! N� = N0;is a homeomorphism of N0 that interchanges the two end-points of N0. Since N0is homeomorphic to [0; 1], it follows that  � restricted to N0 has exactly one �xedpoint. This �nishes the proof, since K � N0 and the points of K are �xed by theow. �



8 X. CABR�E AND S. CHANILLO3. Proof of Theorem 2Proof of Theorem 2. We assume that the domain 
 is a domain of revolution formedby taking a strictly convex, planar domain in the x1; xN plane which is symmetricabout the xN axis and rotating this planar domain about the xN axis. In thesequel, x0 = (x1; � � � ; xN�1) and r = jx0j.By the results of Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg [GNN], we deduce that the solutionu satis�es u(x0; xN) = u(jx0j; xN ) (8)and @u@r (x0; xN ) < 0 for x0 6= 0: (9)By (9), the critical points of u lie on the xN axis. Next, from (8) we seeuxN (x0; xN ) = uxN (jx0j; xN): (10)>From (1), the strict convexity of 
 and the Hopf boundary point lemma, it followsthat on @
, uxN vanishes precisely on the N � 2 dimensional sphere given byS = fxN = ag \ @
;for some a 2 R. Moreover, we have that uxN satis�es the equationLuxN = ��uxN � f 0(u)uxN = 0: (11)We now de�ne the nodal setN = fx 2 
; uxN (x) = 0g:It is clear that all critical points of u are contained in N . Furthermore, by (11) andthe maximum principle, no point of N is isolated. Also by (10), N is rotationallyinvariant about the xN axis.Around any point of N , this set looks locally like the zero-set of some homoge-neous harmonic polynomial in x1; : : : ; xN , by (11) and the results of [CF]. Moreover,by rotational symmetry, N is the rotation about the xN axis of a set N2 containedin the x1; xN 2-dimensional plane. By setting x2 = : : : = xN�1 = 0 in the ho-mogeneous and harmonic polynomials above, we see that locally N2 looks like thezero-set of some homogeneous polynomial in x1; xN .Since the linearized operator L is nonnegative de�nite, the set N cannot encloseany subdomain of 
 (see the proof of Theorem 1 for the precise meaning of this).Recall that N is the rotation of N2 about the xN axis. We deduce that N2 cannotenclose any planar subdomain of 
 \ fx2 = : : : = xN�1 = 0g.Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1, we deduce that N2 is a smooth curvewithout self-intersections, homeomorphic to the interval (0; 1), and with ends inthe two points of S \ fx2 = : : : = xN�1 = 0g. Moreover, N2 is symmetric with



STABLE SOLUTIONS 9respect the xN axis. We deduce that N2 (and hence also N ) intersects the xN axisat exactly one point. Since all the critical points belong to N \ fx0 = 0g, we haveproven the existence of a unique critical point p.To show that p is nondegenerate, recall that p lies on the xN axis and that uis rotationally symmetric with respect to this axis. By (8) and (9), we have thatfuxi = 0g = fxi = 0g \ 
 for all 1 � i � N � 1. Hence uxixj (p) = 0 for any index1 � j � N such that i 6= j. That is, D2u(p) is diagonal. Next note that, from (9),uxi < 0 in Oi = fxi > 0g \ 
 for 1 � i � N � 1. Furthermore, in Oi, uxi satis�esLuxi = ��uxi � f 0(u)uxi = 0:Applying the Hopf boundary point lemma to the function uxi at p 2 @Oi, weconclude that uxixi(p) < 0 for all 1 � i � N � 1.Finally, recall we have proved that N = fuxN = 0g is a smooth hypersurfacewith p 2 N . The function uxN satis�es (11), that is LuxN = 0. By de�nition ofN , uxN > 0 to one side of N . Thus the Hopf boundary point lemma, applied at pto the function uxN , gives uxNxN (p) < 0. Hence, p is a nondegenerate maximum.� References[ABC] Ambrosetti, A., Brezis, H., and Cerami, G., Combined e�ects of concave and convexnonlinearities in some elliptic problems, J. of Funct. Anal. 122 (1994), 519{543.[BCP] Bauman, P., Carlson, N.N., and Phillips, D., On the zeros of solutions to Ginzburg-Landautype systems, Siam J. Math. Anal. 24 (1993), 1283{1293.[BV] Brezis, H., and V�azquez, J.L., Blow up solutions of some nonlinear elliptic problems, toappear.[CF] Ca�arelli, L.A., and Friedman, A., Partial regularity of the zero-set of solutions of linearand superlinear elliptic equations, J. of Di�er. Eqns. 60 (1985), 420{433.[GNN] Gidas, B., Ni, W.-M. and Nirenberg, L., Symmetry and related properties via the maximumprinciple, Commun. Math. Phys. 68 (1979), 209{243.[Ka] Kawohl, B., Rearrangements and Convexity of Level Sets in PDE, Lect. Notes Math. 1150,Springer-Verlag (1985).[Ko] Korevaar, N.J., Convexity properties of solutions to elliptic P.D.E.'s, Variational Methodsfor Free Surface Interfaces, Concus, P. and Finn, R. eds., Springer-Verlag (1987), 115{121.[P] Payne, L.E., On two conjectures in the �xed membrane eigenvalue problem, Z. ang. Math.Phys. 24 (1973), 721{729.[S] Sperb, R.P., Extension of two theorems of Payne to some nonlinear Dirichlet problems,Z. ang. Math. Phys. 26 (1975), 721{726.X. Cabr�e. Analyse Num�erique, Universit�e Paris VI. 4 place Jussieu, Tour 55.75252 Paris Cedex 05. France. cabre@ann.jussieu.frS. Chanillo. Department of Mathematics, Rutgers University. New Brunswick,NJ 08903. USA. chanillo@math.rutgers.edu


